The automatic analysis of conversational audio remains difficult, in part due to the 1 presence of multiple talkers speaking in turns, often with significant intonation vari-2 ations and overlapping speech. The majority of prior work on psychoacoustic speech 3 analysis and system design has focused on single-talker speech, or multi-talker speech 4 with overlapping talkers (for example, the cocktail party effect). There has been much 5 less focus on how listeners detect a change in talker or in probing the acoustic fea-6 tures significant in characterizing a talker's voice in conversational speech. This study 7 examines human talker change detection (TCD) in multi-party speech utterances us-8 ing a novel behavioral paradigm in which listeners indicate the moment of perceived 9 talker change. Human reaction times in this task can be well-estimated by a model 10 of the acoustic feature distance among speech segments before and after a change in 11 talker, with estimation improving for models incorporating longer durations of speech 12 prior to a talker change. Further, human performance is superior to several on-line 13 and off-line state-of-the-art machine TCD systems. 14 a) nsharma2@andrew.cmu.edu 2 Talker change detection
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language is unfamiliar to the listener, suggesting that there may be interactions between 40 linguistic and indexical information.
41
Acknowledging that conversational demands 14 in natural speech will often shift attention 42 toward acoustic features that signal linguistic rather than indexical information, listeners' 43 ability to detect talker changes does suggest that they track the variability in acoustics fea- Talker change detection talker. This is especially true for fluent, connected speech, as opposed to isolated words.
49
In this paper, we aim to advance understanding of the information human listeners use to 50 track the change in talker in continuous multi-party speech. We first develop and test a novel with significant overlap across talkers to make for challenging TCD.
126
To make a stimulus, talker T x was chosen from the list of N talkers, and a sentence For each trial in which there was a button press, the RT for change detection was obtained 157 as the difference between the response instant (denoted by t r ) and the ground-truth acoustic 158 change instant (denoted by t c ), that is, RT = t r − t c . An illustration is provided in Figure 1 . to only one talker).
170
From these pools of data, we defined the following detection measures: Talker change detection the detection parameters, the subject-wise hit, miss and FA rates are shown in Figure 4 (c).
189
The hit, miss, and false alarm rates averaged across all subjects were 97.38%, 2.62%, and The distribution of RT corresponding to hits from all subjects is shown in Figure 5 . The 
222
The approach is illustrated in Figure 7(a,b) . Let D b and D a denote segments of the 223 stimulus before and after change instant t c , respectively. We hypothesize that a listener es- For each feature set, we summarized the segments D b and D a using the mean of the features 244 in each segment. The PLOUD, and SPECT feature set were characterized by a combination 245 of different features. Hence, we mean-and variance-normalized these feature sets over the 246 whole duration prior to segment-wise mean computation. Following this, we computed the 247 Euclidean distance between the obtained means. Owing to significant variability in RT 248 across subjects (see Figure 4 (b)), we modeled each subject's RT separately. 249 We defined the number of trials with a hit for the p th subject to be denoted by N p .
250
Corresponding to these trials, we have N p RTs, and for each RT we compute a distance 251 17
Talker change detection between the mean features extracted from segments D b and D a . There are 9 such distances 252 based on the choice of features, and we denote these by d k , k = 1, . . . , 9, that is, one distance 253 for each feature set. To evaluate the impact of the feature distances on RT to detect a talker 254 change, we perform a linear regression on feature distances to estimate the RT using a 255 regression model for the k th feature set
where w 0 and w k are the model parameters representing the mean RT and slope of the 257 regression line, respectively, and RT i and d k,i denote the RT and feature distance in the i th 258 trial, respectively. We solve for the model in (5) using minimum mean square error (MMSE).
259
That is,
The MMSE optimized values of w k for all subjects and for the 9 features sets are shown in wherer is the mean of elements in r. The r-square is also referred to as the "explained 267 variance" by the model; a value close to 100% indicates good modeling performance; that 268 is, the proposed model is able to better explain the observed variance in the data. 
275
To examine combinations of features sets, we performed a multiple linear regression by 276 combining the feature distances from all feature sets as follows,
This gave the best r-square (see Figure 8 
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The Pearson correlation coefficient amounted to 0.8, indicating a good overall estimation 282 accuracy. Also, it can be seen that a major portion of true RT fall in the range 400−1000 ms, 283 with few trials with RT > 1000 ms. In this range, the estimation is also concentrated along 284 the y = x line. 285 We also tested the modeling performance with decreasing duration of segment D b , that 286 is duration set to 75, 50, or 25% of t c duration before the change instant (a shown in To analyze the variability in TCD performance across the talker pairs, we examined talker-292 wise performance in TCD RT (see Figure 9 ). Most of the talker pairs have the average RT
293
(computed across subjects) in the same range, except T 1 − T 5 and T 5 − T 1 . Also, the miss 294 rate was found to be higher for these pairs of talkers. This suggests that these pairs may 295 be overlapping a lot in the perceived talker space. Comparing the FA rate, averaged across 296 subjects, talker T 3 had the highest FA rate.
297

IV. MACHINE SYSTEM FOR TCD 298
We evaluated the performance of three machine TCD systems on the same stimulus materials 693   563   606   668   na   675   713   643   753   643   na   T1  T2  T3  T4  T5   TALKER INDEX   T1   T2   T3   T4   T5   TALKER INDEX   500 T1  T2  T3  T4  T5   TALKER INDEX   T1   T2   T3   T4   T5   TALKER thereby provides a control system with which to evaluate whether our approach to controlling 320 semantic similarity in the novel TCD task (introducing a change in sentence context on both 321 trials with and without a talker change) was successful.
322
For comparison of machine performance with human TCD behavior, the hit-rate, miss-323 rate and the false alarm rate were computed using the same definitions as those for human 324 TCD experiments. The following subsections describe the systems and results. output was a segmentation of the input audio file into distinct single talker segments. 335 We developed the diarization system in the following two modes:
336
: Off-line Diarization Here, the diarization was performed on the complete audio file in one 337 pass.
338
: On-line Diarization Here, instead of doing diarization across the complete audio file in one 339 pass, we began with an input of 1 s and then sequentially increased it by 1 s, until two 340 talker segments were detected or the end of file was reached (illustrated in Figure 10 ). and false-alarm-rates. Hence, we generated a detection error trade-off curve for each system.
355
These are shown in Figure 12 . Although we hypothesize that acoustic feature distributions are likely to play a major role 375 in the listeners' model of talker identity, it is also likely that the listeners attended to the 376 semantics of the words making the stimuli.
377
Designing an experimental paradigm that mitigates semantic contributions in order to 378 evaluate the acoustic features that contribute to TCD is challenging. The present paradigm 379 takes the approach of introducing a semantic change on every trial. Hence, listeners cannot 380 rely on a semantic change as a reliable cue for TCD as some trials feature no talker change.
381
The challenge to disentangle the contribution of text/content versus acoustic features led us 382 26 Talker change detection to examine a machine equivalent of TCD reliant upon only the information conveyed by the 383 text of our stimulus material 61,62 . The proposed text-based TCD system is shown in Fig. 11 . 384 Using the transcripts from the LibriSpeech corpus, we trained a Word2Vec model with the Human listeners performed the TCD task with very high accuracy, averaging only a 2.62% 415
